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     We study the model of a partially directed flexible or semi-flexible homopolymer on a 
square lattice, subject to an externally applied force, in a direction either parallel to, or 
perpendicular to the preferred direction. The polymer is self-interacting and can therefore 
undergo a collapse transition. We show that this model can be solved and we obtain the 
force-temperature phase diagrams which, for the case of flexible polymers, agree with 
that of Brak et al obtained using a different method. At sufficiently low temperatures, the 
polymer conformation changes from compact to coil state as the force is increased 
beyond a critical value. This transition is second or first order for the completely flexible 
or semi-flexible polymer, respectively.  
 
 
I. Introduction 
 
The development of atomic force microscopy and optical and magnetic tweezers have 
allowed detailed studies of micro- anipulations of single polymers molecules [1-8]. This 
has led to renewed interest on the conformation problem of a polymer under an external 
applied stretching force [9-25].  A well-studied, exactly solvable model of polymer in a 
poor solvent is the self-interacting, partially directed self-avoiding walk model 
(IPDSAW). We will consider this model on the square lattice with the polymer oriented 
along the preferred direction, the horizontal direction and the other, perpendicular 
direction will be the vertical direction. In most cases studied, the externally applied force 
is along the horizontal direction. However, recently Kumar and Giri [15] considered 
pulling in both directions, with focus on finite size effects calculated numerically rather 
than thermodynamic transitions and exact results. Very recently, Rajesh et al. [24 ] and 
Brak et al. [25] obtained analytic results for the model with pulling in both directions. 
They obtained the critical force-temperature phase diagrams, but only for the case of a 
flexible polymer. Zhou et al [20] predicted that the addition of stiffness changes the order 
of the collapse transition to first order. This was verified by Owczarek and Prellberg [21] 
by solving exactly the semi-fl xible case of IPDW. 
     For external force in the horizontal direction, Zhou et al [20] had applied the Lifson 
method and obtained results for both flexible and semi-flexible polymers. We had 
recently applied the same method to study adsorption of flexible and semi-flexible 
polymers pulled by a force in the horizontal direction, near an attractive wall [27]. By 
applying this method to the stretching problem in both directions, we obtained results for 
critical force-t mperature phase diagram, for both the flexible and semi-f xible
polymers.  At sufficiently low temperatures, the polymer conformation changes from 
compact to coil state as the force is increased beyond a critical value. This transition is 
second or first order for the completely flexible or semi-f xible polymer, respectively.  
In section III we describe the method used in solving it and the results obtained. Section 
IV is the summary. Details of the calculations are given in the Appendix. 
 
       II. The Model 
 
     The 2D partially directed walk of N steps on a square lattice is shown in Fig. 1, each 
step connecting two monomers. The model is partially directed in the sense that monomer 
units can be added only in the positive x-direction, while in the transverse direction, they 
can be added both in the positive and negative y-directions. The length of the bond 
connecting two consecutive monomers i and i+1 is fixed to 0a  . If any two monomer i 
and i+m( 3³m ) occupy nearest neighboring lattice sites, an attractive energy of 
magnitude e is gained. Usually real polymers are semi-fl xible. We associate an energy 
penalty of magnitude D  to each local direction change of the chain [15, 28]. In addition, 
the other end of the polymer can be pulled by a stretching forces fx, fy , applied on the last 
monomer, in the positive x and y directions respectively. 
 
 
     III. The Method and Results 
 
     The partially directed model described above can be solved using the method of [20].  
To calculate the free energy density of the polymer, a given configuration of the 2D chain 
is divided into a linear sequence of b -sheet segments and coil segments using the Lifson 
approach [26, 28]. A b -sheet segment is defined as a folded segment of 
2³bn consecutive columns, in which contacting interactions exist between any two 
adjacent ones. Two consecutive  b -sheet segments are separated by a coil segment, 
which is a segment of 0³cn  consecutive columns in which all monomers are free of 
contacts. For example, the configuration shown in Fig. 1 consists of one b - heet of 22
monomers and one coil of f ve monomers. After making such a distinction between b -
sheets and coils, we proceed by first calculating the partition functions of b -shee s and 
coils separately. 
     We begin by considering the b -s et configurations. In Fig. 2a we show such a 
configuration with six columns connected by five horizontal steps. The numbers li giv  
the number of steps in the i-th column. The arrows give the direction of the step. fx, fy are 
the forces that can be applied on the last monomer. Fig. 2b shows a b -sheet 
configuration with exactly the same number of steps in each column as in Fig. 1a, except 
that now the directions of the arrows are reversed. It is clear that for an arbitrary b -sheet 
configuration, a similar configuration with the same number of step in each column, but 
with the directions of the arrows reversed, is also allowed. Also in any b -sheet 
configuration, the directions of the steps in consecutive columns are reversed. 
     Defining Tea /e= , Tes /D-= , Tafxep /0= , Tafyeq /0= , where T is the temperature, and 
we have taken the Boltzmann constant to be unity, we can express the partition of a b -
sheet consisting of n steps and bn  columns as 
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Here and in the following, the square brackets that appear in the upper summation limit,  
enclosing the ratio of two integers, denote the integer value of the ratio.  b
b
d nn lll n
-
++ ...21
is the 
Kronecker delta function, which is equal to unity if 
bb n
llln +···++=- 21 and zero 
otherwise. The first three terms in the product are from the self-interaction, stiffness and 
force in horizontal direction, respectively. The two terms in the square brackets come 
from pulling in the vertical direction, each coming from co figurations having the same 
number of steps in all columns, but with the directions of steps in reverse, as illustrated in 
Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b. The exponents ii l1)1( +- and i
i
l)1(- arise because the step directions in 
consecutive columns are reversed. 
     It is easier to calculate the generating function )(zbG of the partition function )(Zb  
than to calculate )(nZb directly,   
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where z is an arbitrary parameter and N is the maximum number of steps. Using 
2/][),min( 111 +++ --+= iiiiii llllll , this can be written as 
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In each of the square brackets is a product of (m-1) terms, grouped in pairs by round 
brackets. For (m-1) an even integer, there are exactly (m-1)/2 pairs, while for (m-1) an 
odd integer, there are [(m-1)/2] pairs and one extra unpaired term. 
     We now define a matrix )(ˆ qL with the following elements: 
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The terms inside the round brackets in Eqn. (3) then become a matrix )(ˆ)(ˆ)(ˆ 1-LL=G qqq , 
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Furthermore, we define column vectors x
r
and )(qu
r
whose transpose are row vectors 
given by: 
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     With these definitions, we can write the generating fu ction )(zbG as: 
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The terms in the second sum in Eqn. (7) contain an extra factor )(ˆ qL or )(ˆ 1-L q because 
for m even, (m-1) is odd, resulting in an extra unpaired factor Lˆ .
     The sums in Eqn. (7) can now be carried out, resulting in the following expression: 
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where 1
4
1
+úû
ù
êë
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N
K , in which the square brackets denote integer value of the ratio of 
two integers. 
     The derivation of the genrati g function for the coil segment partition function is 
given in the Appendix. It has the form: 
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It is easy to check that for q=1, the functions A and B become 
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The coil generating function then reduces to 
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which agrees  with the result of [20] for the case with no vertical force. 
     The generating function of whole polymer can be obtained by the summation 
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The partition function Z(N) is related to the free energy density ),,( Tffg yx  of the 
polymer by )],,(exp[)( TffgNNZ yxb-= . Therefore in the thermodynamic limit 
¥®N , the free energy density is 
                       0ln),,( ze TTffg yx +-=                                         (16)
where 0z is the smallest positive root in the range 10 0 << z of the following equation: 
                        0)()(1 00 =- zzb cGG                                                (17) 
 If Eqn.(17) has no root in the range 10 0 << z , then 10 =z . The polymer’s relative 
extensions xR and yR in the horizontal and vertical directions are 
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When both temperature T and external forces yxf , ar  sufficiently low, Eqn.(17) has no 
root in the range 10 0 << z . Then the free energy density e-=),,( Tffg yx , since 10 =z . 
There is no entropy contribution. The relative extensions xR and yR are zero by Eqns. 
(18). The polymer is in the collapsed b -sheet state. As the temperature or the external 
force is elevated to a certain point such that Eqn. (17) is satisfied exactly at 10 =z , a 
phase transition occurs. At this point the b -sheet phase changes to the extended phase. 
     We have numerically solved Eqn. (17) at 10 =z , using Eqn. (8) and (9) at fixed 
temperatures and obtained the critical force-temperature phase diagrams. We have done 
that for the special cases 0=xf and 0=yf  separately. To obtain the b -sheet generating 
function using Eqn. (8), a finite value N for the number of steps must be used. We find 
that the results do not change when N is larger than 100. In our calculation we have 
actually checked that the solutions to Eqn. (17) do not change significantly for N values 
up to 500. 
     In Figs. 3a and 3b we show the critical force versus temperature diagrams for 0=yf , 
for flexible ( 0=D ) and semi-flexible ( e25.0=D ) polymers, respectively. The regions 
below and above the curve correspond to the collapsed and extended states respectively. 
By comparing Figs. 3a and 3b, it is seen that the stiffness in the chain tend to increase 
both the critical force and critical temperature. 
     In Figs. 4a and 4b we show the critical force-temperature diagrams for 0=xf , for 
flexible ( 0=D ) and semi-flexible ( e25.0=D ) polymers, respectively. The external force 
is now in the vertical direction. In the case of the flexible polymer we also show the result 
of Brak et al [25] which agrees with our result. Note that in both flexible and semi-
flexible polymers, as the temperature approaches the critical value for no pulling force, 
the slope of the curve diverges in contrast to the analogous horizontal pulling curve. The 
chain stiffness has also the effect of increasing the critical force and critical temperatu e. 
 
 
IV  Summary 
 
     We have studied the polymer model of partially directed walk with self-interaction, 
pulled by external forces both in the preferred horizontal and transverse vertical 
directions. The polymer can be either flexible (0=D ), or semi-flexible ( 0>D ). We 
show that this model can be analyzed and numerically solved. We obtained the critical 
force-temperature phase diagrams for the special cases  0=xf and 0=yf  respectively. 
For the flexible polymer, our results agree with those of Brak et al [25], obtained using a 
different method. The chain stiffness has the effect of increasing the critical force and 
critical temperature.  
     Actually chain stiffness has a dram tic effect on the critical behavior of a polymer 
pulled by an external force. Zhou et al. [20] had shown by analytical arguments that for 
pulling in the preferred direction, any amount of stiffness in the chain would change the 
collapse transition from second order to first order. Although we have not studied this 
explicitly here, we do not expect the finding of ref. [20] on the effect of chain stiffness on 
the order of the collapsed transition to be modified for the case of pulling in the 
transverse direction.  
 
Appendix 
 
     In this appendix we derive the expression for the coil generating function. The 
configurational energy of a coil segment  
 
                                00 afnafnmE yyxccc +-D=                     (A1) 
where cm  is the total number of bends, nc is the number of column, and ny is the number 
of steps in positive y direction. To calculate the partition function )(nZc  of a coil 
segment of n monomers, one needs to distinguish among four different boundary 
conditions.   
(i) Both the left-most and the right-most column contain only one monomer. The 
partition function for such a situation is denoted as ),(1,1 cc nnZ . 
(ii) The left-most column contains only one monomer, while the right-most 
column contains two or more monomers. The steps in the right-most column 
can be in either the +y or –y di ection. The partition functions for the two 
directions are denoted as ),(2,1 cc nnZ +  and ),(
2,1
cc nnZ -  respectively. 
(iii) The left-most column contais two or more monomers, while the right-most 
column contains just one monomer. The partition function for such a situation 
is denoted as ),(1,2 cc nnZ . 
(iv) Both the left-most and the right-most column contain two or more monomers. 
The steps in the right-most column can be in either the +y or –y direction. The 
partition functions for the two directions are denoted as ),(2,2 cc nnZ +  nd 
),(2,2 cc nnZ -  respectively. 
We can write down the following iteration equations for the above defin d six 
partition functions: 
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where r=1/q. 
 
The initial conditions are: 11,1 ),1(
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     By iterating the above equations, the partition functions ),(1,1 cc nnZ , ),(
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can then be obtained: 
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where B(p,q,s,y) is given in Eqn. (11). One can easily check that the above equations 
reduce to those of ref. [20] in the case q=1, when there is no vertical force. By Taylor 
expanding the )(, zjicG  in z one can check that the results agree with those obtained by 
solving Eqns. (A5)-(A7) to all orders in z , so that they are indeed exact solutions.   
     The total partition function for a coil segment of n monomers is  
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while 2)0( sZc º . The factor 2 in the first and third term of (A13) is due to the fact that, 
the first column of a b -sheet following a coil segment of type (i) and (iii) c  choose 
between two orientations. The generating function for the coil segment partition function 
is 
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as given by Eqn. (9).
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Fig. 1. Configuration of a polymer consisting of a b -sheet segment of 21 steps and a coil 
segment of 5 steps. Solid dots represent the monomers and dashed lines represent self-
interaction e . The right end of the polymer is subjected to forces xf and yf . 
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Fig. 2a. A b -sheet consisting of 21 steps. The numbers il denotes the number of steps in 
the i-th column. The arrows give the direction of the steps. The directions of steps in 
consecutive columns are in reversed direction.
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Fig. 2b. b -sheet configuration with exactly the same number of steps il  as in Fig. 2a, but 
with the step directions reversed. 
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Fig. 3a. Phase diagram for flexible polymer (D =0) at 0=yf . The crosses denote result of 
ref [26]. 
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Fig. 3b. Phase diagram for semi-flexible polymer (D =0.25) at 0=yf . 
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Fig. 4a. Phase diagram for flexible polymer (D =0) at 0=xf . Crosses are results of ref. 
[25]. 
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Fig. 4b. Phase diagram for semi-flexible polymer (D =0.25) at 0=xf . 
 
